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Abstract 

Phytochemicals are plant-derived secondary metabolites, which may exert many biological 

activities in humans, including anticancer properties. Although recent findings appear to support 

their role in cancer prevention and treatment, this issue is still controversial. Anti-cancer activity 

of phytochemicals mainly depends on their multi-target mechanism of action, including 

antimutagenic, antioxidant and antiproliferative activities. This narrative review aims to analyze 

the current literature on phytochemicals highlighting their specific targets on carcinogenic 

molecular pathways and their chemopreventive role.Phytochemicals can contribute to cancer 

prevention by influencing different stages of the tumor development, from tumor initiation 

through all the phases of cancer, such as cell proliferation, apoptosis, invasion and metastasis, 

angiogenesis and immortality. This research article discuss on impact of plants derived for 

anticancer phytochemicals and its importance. 

1. OVERVIEW 

Cancer is an extreme metabolic disorder and is one of the leading reasons for death, paying little 

mind to advancements in the tools of sickness conclusion, treatment, and prevention 

measures[1]. Cancer is one of the chief reasons for mortality and dismalness around the world 

and the number of cases is continually expanding, assessed to be 21 million by 2030. It is 

evaluated that in 2017, the United States alone will have roughly 1 688 780 new cancer analyze 

cases and 600 920 cancer deaths[2].  

This uncontrolled expansion of a normal cell that produces genetic dangers and changes collects 

inside cells and tissues, which transforms a normal cell into a harmful cell. These genetic hazards 

remember changes for DNA repair genes (p21, p22, p27, p51, p53 and toolbox for DNA), tumor 

suppressor genes (p53, NF1, NF2, RB, and biological breaks), oncogenes [MYC, RAF, Bcl-2, 

RAS (biological accelerators)] and genes include in cell development digestion. Both outside 

variables (radiations, smoking, tobacco, contaminations in drinking water, nourishment, air, 
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synthetic compounds, certain metals, and irresistible operators) and inside elements (genetic 

transformations, body immune system, and hormonal disorders) can cause cancer[3].  

At first, a plant is recognized by a botanist or ethnobotanist, ethnopharmacologist, or plant 

ecologist. Next, plant extracts followed by natural screening tests are performed by a 

phytochemist to distinguish the potential remedial activity followed by the segregation of the 

active compound. At last, molecular science examines are required to reveal the method of action 

and important molecular targets. The combination of these fields decides an interdisciplinary 

methodology named pharmacognosy. Today, it is assessed that 25–28% of every single modern 

medicine is legitimately or in a roundabout way derived from higher plants exhibiting the 

colossal medicinal potential of plants that have been known for a large number of years in 

traditional medicine. In the most recent decades, an ever-increasing number of new materials 

derived from plants have been approved and bought in as medicines[4-6].  

2. CURRENT CANCER THERAPY VIA PHYTOCHEMICALS: A NOVEL APPROACH 

Medicinal plants fill in as nature's gift to people to assist them with pursuing better health. Plants 

and their bioactive mixes are in medicinal practices since ancient occasions. A few medicinal 

plant-animal varieties and their phytochemicals repress the movement and improvement of 

cancer. It has been explored that the plant realm included roughly 250 000 plant species, and just 

around 10% have been read for treatment of various diseases. Phytochemicals and their derived 

analogs are available in various parts of the plant, e.g., flower, flower marks of shame, pericarp, 

grows, organic products, seeds, roots, rhizomes, stem, leaf, embryo, bark and play out a few 

pharmacological capacities.  

A few plant items, for example, alkaloids, flavonoids, lignans, saponins, terpenes, taxanes, 

nutrients, minerals, glycosides, gums, oils, biomolecules, and other essential and auxiliary 

metabolites assume critical jobs in either hindering cancer cell actuating proteins, enzymes and 

signaling pathways [Cdc2, CDK2 and CDK4 kinases, topoisomerase compound, cyclooxygenase 

and COX-2 (Cycloxigenase), Bcl-2, cytokines, PI3K, Akt, MAPK/ERK, MMP, TNK, robotic 

objective of rapamycin (mTOR)] or by enacting DNA repair mechanism, Bax, Bid, Bak proteins, 

invigorating the arrangement of protective enzymes), inciting cell reinforcement activity (cancer 

prevention agent enzymes, for example, GSH, GST, and GPxn), in this manner indicating solid 

anticancer impacts as far as their viability on the previously mentioned proteins, enzymes, and 

signaling pathways. 
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Figure 1: Impact of anticancer phytochemicals after activating expression of various genes, 

proteins, enzymes and signaling cascades in order to block cancer initiation and 

progression 
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Figure2: Impact of anticancer phytochemicals after inhibiting expression of various genes, 

proteins, enzymes and signaling cascades in order to block cancer initiation and 

progression 

3. PLANTS AS INDISPENSABLE SOURCES FOR ANTICANCER 

PHYTOCHEMICALS 

Plants and their formulations are in medicinal utilizations since antiquated occasions. Different 

homegrown arrangements with various methods of reasoning and social starting points are 

utilized by people medication practitioners to heal sorts of sicknesses. Ayurveda, the old Vedic 

writing of India, is the study of good health and prosperity (Behere et al., 2013)[7]. It is the 

assortment of traditional and social methods of reasoning to fix the ailments.  
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A new medication development program dependent on Ayurveda's ideas has increased wide 

acknowledgment right now. Plant inferred characteristic items are non-toxic to normal cells and 

better endured consequently, they gain consideration of modern medication revelation. Assessed 

figures reveal that the plant realm comprises in any event 250,000 species, and just 10 percent 

have been investigated for pharmacological applications. Phytochemicals and their inferred 

metabolites present in root, leaf, rose, stem and bark play out a few pharmacological capacities in 

human systems. Alkaloids, flavonoids, phenolics, tannins, glycosides, gums, soaps and oils are 

such capable components.  

These components or their altered structures have demonstrated huge antitumor potential. 

Vinblastine, vincristine, taxol, elliptinium, etoposide, colchicinamide, 10-hydroxycamptothecin, 

curcumol, gossypol, ipomeanol, lycobetaine, tetrandrine, homoharringtonine, monocrotaline, 

curdione, and indirubin are exceptional phytomolecules right now. 

4. DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF SYNTHETIC ANALOGS TO PLANT DERIVED 

SUBSTANCES 

One constraining trait related to many plant secondary metabolites is their poor dissolvability or 

poor bioavailability that postpones the manufacturing of huge sums required to fill in as 

medicines. The fundamental arrangement embraced for various plant-derived substances is the 

utilization of semi-manufactured or engineered analogs. One realized model is morphine that has 

been modified (to morphine-6-glucuronide) to get better therapeutics highlights, for example, 

reaction.  

On account of Taxol, notwithstanding the low sums created in all Taxus species, this compound 

is insoluble in water. Several unique methodologies were explored in endeavors to obtained 

higher measures of Taxol. Toward the finish of the twentieth century, two groups reported that 

needles of the European Taxus, Taxusbaccata L., contain a high concentration of two Taxol 

precursors, 10-deacetylbaccatin III, and baccatin. What's more, plant tissues culture and several 

semisynthetic methodologies were tried to deliver higher measures of Taxol. The fundamental 

advance forward was achieved by consolidating the utilization of 10-deacetylbaccatin III and a 

semisynthetic process for creation of the medication.  

5. PHYTOCHEMICALS IN CANCER PREVENTION 

Cancer as a genetic issue is the primary driver of death in economically developed nations and 

the subsequent one in emerging nations. The reports demonstrate that about 13% of complete 

deaths (7.6 million) are instigated by cancer and its worldwide weight is increased to a great 
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extent concerning both the maturing and development of the total populace other than the 

developing of cancer-initiating practices, particularly smoking. Most of these disarranges are 

produced by lung, stomach, liver, colon, and breast cancer. It has been evaluated that half - 60% 

of cancer suffering in the United States exploit compounds deriving from various pieces of plants 

or supplements (as a complementary operator or potentially substitute medicine), exclusively or 

close by with traditional therapeutic treatment like chemotherapy as well as radiation therapy.  

Natural herbs have been utilized for a huge number of years for prevention as well as treatment 

of assorted diseases. The nearness of bioactive components in plants settles on them fitting 

decisions to be utilized, particularly by gourmet food buyers. Confirmations affirmed the 

anticancer activities of natural plants derived bioactive components.  

The greater part of the research has been dedicated to dietary phytochemicals, which brought 

about an expansion in cognizance of these compounds as a substance and practical organic 

specialist which constructively affects human health. As to the development of studies which are 

done in vitro (approach of various cellular, molecular, and preliminary genomic systems) and in 

vivo (transgenic and knockout creature models), the mechanisms by which dietary 

phytochemicals are included has been significantly understood. After entering cells, the 

phytochemicals can chase free radicals quickly and make the signals in light of synthetic or 

electrophilic stress that activates proteins associated to different cellular signaling pathways.  

6. CONCLUSION 

Plant derived phytochemicals are defined as bioactive non-nutrient compounds which have been 

connected to reduction of major chronic diseases risk. The Greek word ‘phyto’ in 

phytochemicals means plant. In other words, phytochemicals are plant chemicals. It is predicted 

that more than 5000 particular phytochemicals have been recognized in grains, fruits and 

vegetables but a large percentage are still unknown and must be identified before understanding 

their health benefits in whole foods.  

It is evaluated that 70–95% of the populace in creating nations keeps on utilizing traditional 

medicines. Today medicinal herbs are characterized as plants that contain important substances 

with remedial or helpful impact in healing and prevention of different ailments in man and 

creatures. Herbal items, for example, plant extracts, dry powders, and parts of plants, organisms, 

and green growth have been utilized as complementary treatments close by conventional drugs.  

Another pattern that included the disconnection of active plant compounds started during the 

mid-nineteenth century. This inclination prompted the Discovery of the pain-relieving 
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(painkilling) drugs morphine and codeine from opium (Papaversomniferum L.); cocaine from 

Erythroxylum coca; the cardiac glycoside, digitoxin that was isolated from Digitalis purpurea 

and Digitalis lanata that has been utilized for cardiac conditions and as an enemy of cancer 

medication, and quinine from Cinchona calisaya Wedd and Cinchona succirubraPav ex Klotzsch 

that has antipyretic (fever-reducing), antimalarial, pain-relieving, and mitigating properties. A 

portion of these molecules is still being used. Such natural compounds provide a colossal 

assortment, frequently with solid organic activity, assume a critical job in the development of 

therapeutic treatments. The Discovery of plant-derived substances has developed during the most 

recent 200 years because of the assortment of experience and ability required to recognize such 

compounds.  
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